USER-FRIENDLY
Our SmartApp has been designed to ensure that any user with a smart phone would
be able to pre-clear a visitor and forward the booking code using WhatsApp, SMS or Email.
SMARTAPP - PRE-BOOKING AND UNEXPECTED VISITOR AUTHORIZATION
No more intercoms! With the VisitMe SmartApp, the Operator can interact directly with the
resident to allow or deny access to an unexpected visitor.
ACCURATE VEHICLE AND VISITOR IDENTIFICATION
Our scanners have been designed to offer a user-friendly interface to ensure the operators
quickly and efficiently process visitors.
PAPERLESS VISITOR TRANSACTIONS
Going green has never been so cost effective, with the new SmartApp there is no need for printers or guarding books. All records are stored
electronically and booking codes can be sent to the visitor’s phones using WhatsApp.
DETAILED VISITOR REPORTING
Customised reporting and a statistical dashboard makes analysing your visitor data a breeze. Entry and exit scans gives you access to “visitors
on site” reports. This is valuable when you want to determine who has not yet left the premises at a certain point during the day.
VISITOR VALIDATION ON EXIT
Onsite validation ensures that driver and vehicle information matches on exit. Any discrepancy would result in an alarm on the scanner which the
operator would have to acknowledge before he can proceed to allow the visitor out.
FLAG BANNED VISITORS
Any suspicious vehicle’s number plate or person’s ID number can be flagged on the system. The operator
would be made aware of a flag with a customised message on the scanner instructing the appropriate
response to follow in that situation.
REPAIR COSTS INCLUDED IN SLA
Repair costs for broken scanners have been included in our new service level agreement and now also includes
accidental breakages. Terms and Conditions apply.
POPIA COMPLIANT
SATEC is fully compliant with all the requirements as set out in the POPIA Legislation.
LOW OPERATIONG COSTS
With low call costs and no intercom charges, VisitMe ensures the lowest operating cost of any Visitor
Management System available.

The VisitMe Visitor Management System truly defines world class technology, through its first
to market functionality!
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